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Abstract: As the Internet of Things (IoT) facilitates the communication among the things/nodes in the network, it created its 

remarkable place in the current research. The sensors are the main nodes in IoT which generates data continuously and hence 
huge amount of data is generated in IoT. This paper presents a Learning Automata (LA)and agent based architecture for 

processing data locally inIoT. As the data being generated in IoT is huge, mostly the data will be offloaded to cloud or any 
servers which are capable of performing huge and complex computations. But in the case of proposed architecture, the data is 
made to process locally. The data processing is done by the master M-agent of a particular node and slave m-agent from other 
nodes. This agent is capable of migrating among different nodes in the network. Learning Automata is used to determine the 

number of replications of agentis to be done. The cost function is used to test the performance of proposed system. The 
proposed architecture is proved to be performing effectively when compared to the system without LA.. 
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1. Introduction  

The things in the real life can be made connected with each other and enable them to communicate among 

them. This network of things is referred as Internet of Things (IoT). The nodes in the IoT are the sensor nodes. 

These nodes sense the environment and generates the information that is sensed.This generated information is 

very huge. This data need to be analysed to make proper use of this information. But it is very difficult to analyse 

such huge amount of data in IoT. To do this task efficiently, the resources need to be effectively used where the 

techniques of Big Data Analytics helps IoT to a large extent. Hence, Big Data Analytics [2] can be used for 

processing the huge data that is produced in IoT.To process the huge data generated by sensors, the data may need 

to be offloaded to the servers like which have high computational capacity. This process require additional energy. 

The power of the nodes is very less and bandwidth is limited in IoT. So, the life time can be enhanced if the 

offloading is made least [3-5].  

The most complicated job in IoT is processing the data generated by nodes in the network. Some research is 

carried out in this field and proposed various procedures to perform computations to resolve this problem. 

MapReduce exemplary is developed using LISP by Google for processing data [6] and Yahoo used Hadoop to 

perform the same [7, 8]. The data is replicated to the servers with more computational power earlier to the data is 

processed. Large amount of stowage is required to store data and this process is less effective related to cost as the 

cost increases as more data is replicated or more offloading is performed from the nodes in the network to the 

cloud [9]. 

In view of resolving the high cost, a learning automata and agent based architecture for processing data locally 

within the nodes in IoT itself. The key objective of the proposed architecture, MapReduce is developed to be 

operated in the nodes itself, i.e, locally in the network only instead of cloud servers which is exterior of the 

network. 

Introduction to Learning Automata 

In, learning automata concept, there are two units referred as Learning Automaton (LA) and the Random 

Environment. LA selects the optimal value with the help of the feedback given by random environment and 

enhances its behaviour. The Figure. 1 shows the communication amid LA and the random environment. 
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Figure. 1 Communication between Automaton and Environment 

Initially, the LA will be choosing one of the inputs from the input vector and the predefined processing is 

carried out in the random environment. After the process is completed, the random environment provides 

feedback to LA. Based on this feedback the next input is chosen by LA from the input vector. This process is 

repeated until the LA is able to choose the optimal value from the input vector.  

In general, Learning automaton can be represented using a Quintuple: {Φ, α, β, F(•,•), H(•,•)}, where, Φ 

represents the set of states, α is the input vector or set of input actions, β is the set of responses from the random 

environment and it contains more than two elements, F(•,•) is the function which defines the output given an input 

state and the response and H(•,•) is the function which defines the action to be performed for a given state and 

response.  

The organization of the rest of the sections in this paper is: literature survey carried out in this related field is 

presented in Section 2, the proposed architecture is presented and discussed in section 3, performance of the 

proposed architecture is evaluated in section 4 and section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Work 

In general, Big Data Analytics (BDA) is used to process huge amount of data. With the growth of BDA, 

problem of analysing huge data is resolved. The structure of MapReducepresented a novel methodology to 

process the data. This process is similar to divide and conquer approach. The complete data is divided into 

partitions and is distributed among various nodes for processing. Once the processing is completed, then the 

results are communicated back and final results are determined [10-11].  

Commercialized file systems like Hadoop File System (HDFS), CPU memory, etc are being used to implement 

MapReduce procedure by many viable providers. Bandwidth requirement is more and the procedure is also more 

expensive in the case of these Hadoop File System, Google File System, etc. Hadoop structure is used in the case 

of embedded computers in [12]. As HDFS doesn’t suits servers with more computational capacity, the exemplary 

do not function properly.  

MapReduce Structure is explored by several investigators, scholars, etc. Shared storage is utilized to explore 

MapReduce structure in [13, 14].MapReduce procedure is iteratively performed in [8, 15, 16]. Transitory files are 

used store the information as an alternative to Key Value Stowage. Hyper Text Transfer Protocolis used to 

develop MISCO architecture to process data in mobiles [17]. MapReduce procedure is proposed in [18] for 

devices that are heterogeneous. The focus of this procedure is to perform computations on data in the mobiles. 

Further research in this area is carried out in [19-24]. 

Learning Automata and Agent based Architecture for Processing Data Locally in IoT 

The proposed architecture helps in processing the data in the nodes of the network itself, i.e., locally only. The 

nodes in the network are presumed to be independent of each other and can compute or process the data 

individually. Such that the data can be dealt simultaneously by every node involved in the process. Also, in the 

proposed architecture, the nodes that are generating the data are responsible for processing also. Hence, the data 

need not be transmitted to external system like cloud or servers that have more processingpower. In the proposed 

architecture, the data need not be exchanged among nodes also for processing.  

M-Agent 

M-agent is hosted in the proposed architecture. M-agent can migrate from one node to another in the network. 

The role of M-agent is to process the data at nodes in the network, migrate to other nodes during processing when 

required and attain the output.The proposed architecture have separate procedures for performing mapping and 

reducing as similar to the traditional MapReduce structure in order to give provision to process the data.There are 

several benefits for M-Agents in comparison to the earlier. The M-Agent migrates from one to another node based 
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on the result obtained at a particular node. The migration can be done to more nodes simultaneously. The network 

which is not stable requires this kind of procedure. M-Agent is essential to function in decentralized way for 

processing the data such that the scalability can be preserved. The M-Agents will be able to save and collect the 

information from the network nodes storage. Hence, there is no requirement of the knowledge about any file 

system for designing this system.   

 Architecture 

There are 2 modules in the architecture. They are map and reduce.There are two M-agents in every node in the 

network. They are master M-Agent and slave M-Agent. Master M-agent is used to process the data in the node 

itself. Slave M-agent is used to process the data of other nodes. Hence, the slave agents will be able to migrate 

from node to another.  

Map Module: 

The data generated by a sensor node, NS is divided into partitions. These partitions need to be processed by the 

master M-agent in the corresponding node. As the data generated is huge, this master M-agent will not be able to 

process the complete data. So, the node, NS sends a request message to other nodes, Ni-1, where i is the number of 

nodes in the network for help. In return, the some nodes, Njin the network, where i ≤ j, which are ready to help the 

node for processing the data will allow its slave M-agent to migrate to the source node. The data partitions are 

processed by one slave M-agent. The data processing in this parallel way reduces the time taken to complete data 

process. 

Reduce Module: 

Once a particular slave M-agent completes it processing then it re-migrates to its home sensor node. The 

results obtained after processing of all data partitions, they can be aggregated to obtain the final result. 

The number of slave M-agents that need to be a part of data processing is computed using learning automata. 

This is because, when more number of slave M-agents are involved in the data processing, then the cost and 

complexity is increased. When less number of slave M-agents are involved in the data processing, then time is 

increased. When more number of slave M-agents are involved in the data processing, then the cost is increased. 

Hence, the optimal number of slave M-agents are to be chosen. This optimal number is determined using learning 

automata concept.  

Algorithm: 

Input: 

Number of Nodes – i 

Source Node – NS 

Number of data partitions – Dp 

Begin 

 NS sends request to Ni-1 

 NS receives response from Nj, where j ≤ i 

 NS selects Nk slave M-agents  

For data partitions, Dp 

  Each SMNk selects one Dpi 

 SMNk starts data processing 

 If SMNk completes data processing then 

  If any data partitions remaining then 

   Select another data partition 

  Else  

   Re-migrate to home node  

End  
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Figure 2. Agent based Architecture for Processing Data Locally in Internet of Things 

The usage of M-agents is the key innovation in the proposed agent based architecture to process the data 

locally in the node itself in IoT. The M-agents selects another data partition once it completes the processing of 

one partition.  

Determination of number of slave agents using Learning Automata 

Assume that the possible values of number of copies of slave agents are considered as input actions to the 

learning automaton. They are represented as SA1, SA2, SA3, …SAn. The probability of all input actions is equal. 

Initially,one of the actions is selected randomly and later the probabilities of actions are modified according to the 

performance of the system in the environment. The probability of the selected action is increased (rewarded) or 

decreased (penalized) based on the performance of the system. In this paper, the cost function is considered to 

assess the behaviour of the system. So, if the cost is reduced for the selected action, then its corresponding 

probability is increased and the probability of the remaining actions is decreased accordingly. Similarly, if the cost 

is increased then the probability of the selected action is decreased and the probability of the remaining actions is 

increased accordingly. The probabilities of the input actions are represented as PSA1, PSA2, PSA3, …PSAn. 

The sum of all probabilities is equal to 1 as shown in Eq. (1). 

∑ 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1           (1) 

The reward equations:  

𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝑟)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑟        (2) 

𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝑟)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡), where i ≠ j       (3) 

The penalty equations:  

𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = (1 + 𝑝)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑝        (4) 

𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = (1 + 𝑝)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡), where i ≠ j       (5) 

Where, r is the reward constant and p is the penalty constant 

Learning Automata Algorithm: 

Input:  

Number of actions - n 

Probability of Actions - PSA1, PSA2, PSA3, …PSAn 

Output: 

Optimal Action – SAi 

Begin 

{ 

For each action 
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PSAi= 1/n 

i = random (n); 

do 

{ 

If ((ET <ETThre) and (Costdup<Costdup_Thres) and (Costmigr<Costmigr_Thres)) 

{ 

//reward the selected action 

𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝑟)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑟      𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = (1 −

𝑟)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡), where i ≠ j     

} 

Else  

{ 

//penalize the selected action 

𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = (1 + 𝑝)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑝      𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = (1 +

𝑝)𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑗(𝑡), where i ≠ j     

} 

If PSAi≈ 1 then 

Optimal action = SAi 

Else 

Select an action with highest probability 

} while (optimal action is not selected); 

} 

3. Results and Discussion  

The simulation of the proposed system is done using java. The cost is the parameter used to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed system. The cost is based on the energy and time required for processing data. The 

number of nodes considered are 8, processor used are dual core.  

 

Figure 3: Cost function for Control Messages vs Size of Agent 

The performance of the proposed system in terms of cost for control messages for varying size of agent is 

shown in Figure. 3. The performance of the proposed system, learning automata and agent based architecture for 

processing data locally in IoT is compared with the system without learning automata. It can be observed from the 

Figure. 3 that the system with LA performs better than the system without LA.  
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Figure 4: Cost Function for Agent migration 

The performance of the proposed architecture in terms of cost for slave m-agent migrating from one node to 

another with varying size of the agent is shown in Figure 4. It can noticed that the performance of the system with 

LA is better than without LA. The cost for slave m-agent migrations includes the establishment of TCP 

connection, migration cost, and authorization validation. The proposed system evade unwanted data processing. 

Hence, it is more suitable for IoT applications.  

 

Figure 5: Cost vs No. of Slave Agents 

 

Figure 6: Execution Time vs No. of Slave Agents 

Figure 5 depicts the behaviour of the proposed system with respect to the time taken to make number of slave 

agents and time taken to migrate to sensor nodes. It can be observed that the time taken to make copies and 

migration increases as the number of slave agents are increased. Figure 6 shows the time taken to execute a given 

task with varying number of slave agents. It is obvious that the time taken will be less when there are a greater 

number of slave agents but at the cost of time taken to make agent duplication and agent migration. Hence, it can 
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be observed that there is trade-off between these two parameters which is considered using learning automata 

concept in this paper. The number of slave agents are chosen such that the time taken for duplication and 

migration is less with satisfactory execution time.  

4. Conclusion 

Learning Automata (LA) and agent based architecture for processing data locally in IoT environment is 

proposed in this paper. Local processing of data is done according to the proposed system without the requirement 

of offloading the data to cloud or servers with high processing power. There are Map and Reduce functions that 

are executed in every node where data processing need to be carried out. There are two M-agents: Master and 

slave. Slave agent can migrate from one node to another to perform data processing in other nodes. The number of 

slave agents to be utilized is determined using learning automata. The cost function for control messages, agent 

migration are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. The comparison of the system with LA 

and without LA is projected and proven that the system with LA performs well.  
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